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Strengths
Challenges
Other thoughts
This is the best idea in the it allows for future
growth and creates a positive learning
environment
We will need a new 2000 seat HS-- this site is
has the room.
Many walkable kids. Could move the MS and
make into big comprehensive like the others. In
the meantime a smaller school is marvelous!

The lack of extracurricular options may be a turn This is the best presented option
off

Neighborhood schools are great for kids and
families -- greater chance for parent
involvement.

Will kids get to participate in sports? I think
limited choices, à la HB's model, is just
something we may need to accept. What
percentage of kids participate in sports? Could
kids opt to go to a school that had a full range of
sports?

Need to relocate MS. Use VHC property on
Carlin Spiings.
Okay no pool. Would have to rethink teams and Why not the immersion world languages and
fields -- currently Kenmore fields used for JV by IB? With planning could open as IB on day
all schools. Would need to mix that up.
one.Aside from the pool and fields issue,
what else are you saying it couldn't have?

traffic, loss of green space, neighborhood
I don't think it's wise to have three schools
disruption, too close to an elementary and
so close together. I don't want to see current
middle school, disruption of community and
dead end streets opened to through traffic.
wildlife that uses the green-space, a 1,300 seat
neighborhood high school may not be able to
offer all of the activities, programs, and courses
that are presently offered at Wakefield,
Washington-Lee, and Yorktown.
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Traffic problems for the Glencarlyn
neighborhood or anyone traveling on Carlin
Springs Road. Noise problems for the Glencarlyn
neighborhood (recently experienced even
during last weekend's Bolivian festival; parking
problems in Glencarlyn neighborhood (people
were getting their driveways parked in even
during last weekend's Bolivian festival)

Centrally located for options for increasing
diversity of all High Schools (if choices are
made)

None

none

As * (not all programs may be available, leading I find it difficult to understand why a High
to families not wanting to go there)
School at this site cannot offer the full range
of activities, programs and courses. I believe,
to be successful, it must offer some things
that will draw some students from all of
Arlington
You are placing the smallest "neighborhood
None
school" in the poorest corner of our county how
"pro segregation " are we? Read the Post
The traffic is awful in that location and a HS with
kids possibly driving themselves to/from school
w/ younger kids nearby at Carlin Springs &
Kenmore would be a recipe for disaster; not
being able to offer activites, programs & courses
is a major downside
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none.
Traffic on Carlin Springs already too heavy, loss 1,300 seat HS will not be large enough in the
of green space that is important to local
long run.
community for sports, increase in crime to local
community, siting of HS next to an elementary
school is a terrible idea, overall increase in
congestion to area may lower property values
and disturb the peaceful atmosphere of
Glencarlyn neighborhood.

None

The traffic on Carlin Springs could NOT handle a DO NOT PICK THIS.
high school. There is not enough room for
parking, you can't have a high school that close
to an elementary school, there is no room for a
football and baseball field or track, it's entirely
too close to a neighborhood for night events like
outdoor sports with lights, music, etc. This
would be a disaster.
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Parking, traffic, noise. Carlin springs rd already I am a resident of the Glencarlyn community
has 3 schools within a quarter mile. Rt 50 and
and have 3 elementary age children. Our
Carlin springs rd attracts homeless people and neighborhood is over run by disruptive, rude
organized panhandlers. The police have been
and vandalizing middle schoolers almost
little help in assisting our community with issues every afternoon. A police cruiser drives
and concerns.
around our neighborhood, but it does little
to help. There is a serious traffic problem
that leads to us having a hard time leaving
and entering our neighborhood because
traffic can back up on Carlin springs rd any
given time of the day. Events at Kenmore
present parking issues.

Could use middle school fields easily

What programs wouldn't be offered?
Too many schools too close together; too little
space for parking; reduces field size for Carlin
springs and Ken more.

Great idea! Lots of space there.

One acces road in- but that could be good to
control flow of traffic
There is plenty of land to build a neighborhood traffic on already busy Carlin Springs
school. It would alleviate crowding because this
location can easily draw students who would
otherwise attend Wakefield, Yorktown, and WL.

The surrounding streets can't handle the
extra traffic; already have issues with
pedestrians being struck.
Best option by far
Please clarify the details of the asterisk, *A
1,300 seat neighborhood high school may
not be able to offer all of the activities,
programs, and courses that are presently
offered at Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and
Yorktown. What does that mean?
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Recommend looking at Bluemont Park as
possible site for new high school. Centrally
located in Arlington with good access to Rt.
50.
Creates more options for future expansion
(VERY important given growth rates in
Arlington), more students within walking
distance (good for students & less expensive
for county), many fields/facilities already exist
since this is already a school site
neighborhood schools foster greater
community and create stronger economic and
social bonds to an area

IMO this or the career center site are the
best options,, even with limited offerings.
Both sites are close to 50, so can pull from
both north and south Arlington
neighborhoods, increasing diversity and
helping to limit traffic impacts. Additionally,
as Arlington becomes urban sprawl, the
county should be encouraging walkable
neighborhoods. Busing kids from Rosalyn to
Yorktown or from S Arlington to W&L is not
sustainable or ideal.

The traditional high schools should offer the
same activities

Carlin Springs is already a nightmarish traffic
situation
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There's plenty of space and APS already owns "A 1,300 seat neighborhood high school may
Could turf and light the field for that
the land; centrally located.
not be able to offer all of the activities,
Kenmore + HS sports and other Arl Co users
programs, and courses that are presently
offered at Wakefield, Washington-Lee, and
Yorktown."
available space, manageable size
at least some field space might be available for traffic and access; sufficient space and parking think through how this would be done- are
traditional vision of a comprehensive hs; offers for 3 schools?
separate buildings the best way or will
potential for expansion - but in a cost-effective
Kenmore MS eventually be relocated
way?
elsewhere and leave us with two buildings
on site? or would the elementary school be
relocated? How ensure elem students
remain isolated from the bigger kids? how
would boundaries be drawn and how could
they address socioeconomic diversity?
Creates second centrally-located APS H.S.

Likely limits on activities, programs, and classes
due to smaller school size and footprint,
reduction in field space, etc. for Kenmore
Middle (and new H.S.)
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None that are obvious.
traffic given Kenmore plus elementary schools How can APS seriously consider this option
already located close by and Carlin Springs'
while admitting the facilities are not
status as already congested, lack of facilities for sufficient to offer a high school experience
full high school activities, programs, and courses comparable to that offered at our other
comprehensive high schools? Why are
students within the potential attendance
zone for this school not entitled to an
education that is comparable to that
received at our other high schools? And
what does this do to Kenmore's ability to use
athletic fields, etc. If APS thinks demand
exists for an expanded IB, etc. put it here

traffic in and out of Kenmore, Carlin Springs, and
the surrounding neighborhoods will be
negatively impacted; students will have limited
or no access to playing fields and other facilities
usually found at high schools

Bleh

Too much going on for that chunk of land to
have a HS and a MS...if you do that just combine
them and make it a SECONDARY school

I'm very concerned abut locating a high
school in close proximity to an elementary
school, especially if the students are bused
in from other neighborhoods and have no
personal connection to the elementary
school or their neighborhood
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This ensures that all of Arlington bears the
none
HB students enjoy many things that other
burden of increased enrollment and not just
middle and high school students do. HB all
the Eastern half of the county
eats at one time. 6th graders at
neighborhood schools eat at 10:30. I am sure
a 1300 seat school will enjoy benefits that a
much larger school will not. Why not move
the IB here?
Why is this an option when the county
decided that an ES couldn't fit on that site?
What suddenly changed?
Neighborhood school
What activities and programs won't be offered If it is a neighborhood program it should
and why?
have the SAME options as the others.
lose the space, building a new high school when
you have the Career Center
Kenmore appears to have space available for
sports fields.

A new school should have sports programs.
Creates a campus that is unprecedented in size
by co-locating a MS with a HS. And creates an
inequity with the other neighborhood HS's by
creating one that is smaller with fewer
amenities.

This seems like a less congested way to do it.
There isn't a lot of extra space at WL.

All of these options are bad. Where is the
option to create a 1300 seat county-wide
choice school (for STEM/STEAM, or similar)?
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The land is available, it seems.
The traffic on Carlin Springs Road is already
The roads are narrow and over -congested
unbearable and cannot tolerate more. Not
as it is. Very poor choice from a county
pedestrian friendly due to narrow roads and
infrastructure perspective. Also, to have HS
multiple intersections.
kids next to MS and ES? Probably not a good
idea.
I don't see any strengths with added a high
school at this location.

Traffic, Carlin Springs Rd cannot handle this.
There are also challenges for the kids walking on
such a busy street
Definitely leave Kenmore as a middle school.
too many kids on one site with a high school
The school was designed with the arts STEAM next to a middle school next to an elementary
in mind and the art classes have contributed to school. Wouldn't be able to offer all of the
the physical design of the main hallway.
activities, programs, and courses that are
Awesome theater program needs to keep its
presently offered at Wakefield, Washington-Lee,
wonderful theater
and Yorktown

I like the focus on the arts at Kenmore. The
high school should reflect that focus as well.
allows for future flexibility by taking advantage potential social issues with shared campus for
of available acreage and fields/facilities to
high schoolers and middle schoolers
create a smaller high school, leaving room for
potential growth at the HS level and relocation
of the existing MS to another future venue

Need a high school where all activities,
programs, and courses will be offered.
bad idea to add a high school to this site. too
much overcrowding with elementary and
middle already there. also would drastically
increase traffic to Carlin Springs, which
already backs up a lot with traffic since
there's really no other way in that area to
get easily cross Rt. 50
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Decreases crowding at other high schools and
This is the best of all of the options.
creates a school (and allows the other schools)
to be of a size that facilities learning, school
community, and extra-curricular opportunities
for students. This is a central location for most
students.
So many students in one area of the county

I would love for my kids to go to a 1,300
neighborhood high school. All the "activities,
programs, and courses" offered at larger high
schools are not necessary for a high-quality,
well-rounded education.

Why are we not considering this location for
a STEAM/STEM program given that the
community feedback clearly states that an
option program is a higher propriety and the
greatest interest was STEAM/STEM.
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Hard to see any strengths in this, would have
TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC...how in the world
So not keen on the idea of a "campus" of
thought there might be an interest in doing a are you going to make that work with FOUR
such a range of ages. Could appreciate
h.s. with a STEAM focus to match Kenmore's
schools in less than a mile; the loss of green
possibly projects between the three but
emphasis which might make sense
space/play space/outdoor activities for both an please also recognize that the two lovely
elementary and middle school, lack of parking, schools there will get lost with a big high
the neighborhoods can't absorb that much,
school plopped next to them? Limited public
effectively "locking" in the neighborhoods in
transporation options
during rush hours and most likely on weekends.
Area can barely handle one event at Kenmore
Middle on the weekend, going to add more
events at a high school?

A new location could accommodate 1000+
students with extra-curricular and athletic
facilities. Student to teacher ratio would be
reasonable.
Would allow for a 4th comprehensive HS;
would be fairly cost-effective; lot of acreage for
fields/facilities.

Traffic and construction would be inconvenient. Best option.

Adds to school-related congestion along Carlin
Springs Rd (4th school in a couple-mile stretch);
neighbors have repeatedly opposed this; fairly
close to Wakefield - tough to draw boundaries.

Adequate space for all a high school's needs,
?
and the size would be comparable to the other
high schools

This seems like the best long-term solution
given that Arlington's student population will
likely continue to grow. It would help avoid
having to tackle this same issue again in
another 5-10 years.
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can offer nearly everything a comprehensive
Need vhc site for new middle school
Best option. Can add more seats later due to
school should offer. Field space. I'm ok with no
large site
pool
Spreads out the burden of the population
Why can't it offer all that the others offer? And Field space is there - currently inadequate
why 1300?
for WL and Yorktown
Children want choice, they want school history
pride, programs not available, bad traffic
situation on Carlin Springs Rd.
allows more kids to attend school near their
neighborhood and keeps all high schools at
reasonable size.
None

traffic congestion, noise,

Reinforces north/south divisions. Not enough
land or support infrastructure for this to be a
realistic option.

I am highly opposed to this site as a
candidate for a high school. Traffic on Glen
Carlyn Road and the surrounding
neighborhoods is already strained. The
neighborhood also currently contends with
high levels of noise for special events at
Kenmore on weekends. An aditional building
would be a hardship on the neighborhood
and the resulting traffic and noise would
affect the neighborhood's desirability, thus
lowering property values.
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Absolutely no strengths to this. NONE! I can't Carlin Spring Rd is currently a traffic jam. A
There is no reason to cram a high school
even believe that this is being considered.
fourth high school should be on a level playing with sub par offerings to what clearly is
field programs, activities and sports, etc in order aimed at segregation of the low income
for the student to have a well rounded
community. Let's be clear... we all know why
education outside of the classroom. These social this site is being chosen. This NIMBY
programs are crucial to child development!
approach is ridiculous.

Small HS without activities etc. seems like it
would be better off as an "option" HS with a
specialized approach that people could opt into,
rather than designating it as a HS where people
are required to go.
Provides desperately needed comprehensive
high school, located in the middle of the
county, plenty of land to build school, located
near Rt. 50 (highway) making transportation
easier

Best option

Too many students + too much traffic on Carlin Would neighborhood HS be the only option
Springs, hard to get right diversity
here? Why not try smaller, more specialized
approaches?
Best option for a fourth comprehensive school.
Nothing

Congestion, traffic, noise, unfair clustering of 4
APS schools within one square mile... This is a
ridiculous, horrible option for the surrounding
community
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New site for New High School, farther from
Location of Kenmore is close to county's
existing High Schools, should support more
western boundary, reducing efficiency
efficient movement of students closer to thier
home
None
Lack of program similar to the other high
we will sue if our daughter is forced to go
schools.
there as a neighborhood school. Our tax $
are just a green as North Arlington's. We
should not be force into a school that
doesn't have what others are offered. Make
another plan.
A smaller high school in the middle of the
Reduce some fields
Best option
county
provides seats in an area with growth
logistically, this is a bad location. currently
you have to share space for fields and such
getting in and out of Kenmore is a disaster, with with the middle school, which disadvantages
traffic backups creating serious problems up and both high and middle school; there could be
down Carlin Springs; if we are going to have a
conflicts with middle and high school aged
new high school there - it should be a full
kids; there could be unintended
comprehensive high school, otherwise you cut consequences by having middle and high
the kids there short
school kids close together regarding drugs
and other older kid influences

Small high school. Personalized attention and
culture. Great for community.
This is the ONLY proposal that is a reasonably
sized high school.

Have to be creative sharing facilities for some
I think this is the best option.
programs that are offered at other high schools
for parity.
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Resolves seats issue and there's sufficient land
There is no good reason I can think of why
at that site and provides comprehensive
such a school can't offer what the other high
education
schools offer
Seems to offer the most room to build the
Potentially limited sports offerings?
What activities/programs would not be
1300 seat school; would add a neighborhood
offered at the 1300-seat school?
school
N/a
The Kenmore space and surrounding areas were This location is also not pedestrian friendly;
never designed with this use in mind, nor to
we have experienced a number of accidents
accommodate the ensuing traffic. Furthermore, in recent years involving pedestrians trying
this site is on the edge of the county. Surely
to cross Carlin springs road to/Fromm
there are other sites better suited and more
kenmore and the 7-11 and adjacent
centrally located, AND designed with traffic and neighborhood. These pedestrians were in
transportation options to accommodate an
critical condition. Increased traffic on a road
increase in traffic. A drive down Carlin springs
that already exceeds capacity and sees
Rd on any given day after 5pm, and you will see constant monitoring by ACPd for speeding is
the traffic and log jams.
asking for more accidents and perhaps
fatalities. Firthermore this proposal seems
completely inconsistent with the simulta.

The best option as this site offers sufficient
physical capacity and flexibility for future but
provides good options today.
Nice central location

may not be able to offer all the activities
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Another neighborhood high school may help
The location is at the western edge of the
Perhaps put sports fields elsewhere - Long
distribute high and low income students more county where we have multiple other schools
Bridge park, etc.
effectively to create better learning
(Wakefield is very close, and Yorktown is also
environments for all.
western). Lack of comparable programs to other
high schools is problematic.
I believe this is the best option as far as space
availability/location for adding the needed
amount of seats.

Similar to the Career Center option, finding
enough space for sports/extracurricular
activities will be a major challenge. A brand new
school without those options I believe is at a
major disadvantage.

Central location, small student population
This is the best choice
makes it manageable
I think this is the best option for now and the Traffic. But, the reality is that anywhere in
long-term. It is the largest site so it will have
Arlington will have traffic issues so I don't think
the space for athletic fields. It's located in an
that should be the deciding factor.
area where there are boudnary edges for all 3
existing HSs so it would be a reasonable place
to shift boundaries. It has the space to expand
to a larger HS if we can move the MS later.
Building elsewhere without that expansion
space will in put us back in the same situation
in a few years of needing to figure out yet
another place for HS seats.
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Great location for traffic.
Just how interested is APS in our
"feedback"? It seems that if you were really
interested, you would allow more time for
us to digest all of the information and
provide well-thought-out comments. You
seem to be saying, "Come on, people. We've
already decided what we're going to do.
We've even hired architects! Just agree with
us so we can proceed with what we've
already decided to do!!"
I strongly support a new high school. BUT it
must be comprehensive and a neighborhood
HS. Lack of activities, etc., compared to other
high schools is NOT acceptable.

Lack of activities, etc., compared to other high
schools is NOT acceptable.

Build a fourth comprehensive high school,
whether its at Kenmore or at Career Center!

size is much better than WL option

location cannot handle the traffic, limited
activities is unfair to those kids

this site was already rejected for a smaller
elementary school

Traffic problems on Carlyn Springs Road, which
is already slow and crowded at morning rush
hour. Serious safety issues with so many
students crossing busy street.

I think the HS will have to offer the programs
to attract families
Would be disastrous in terms of traffic on
Carlyn Springs Road, safety for so many
students crossing the street, and parking, of
which there would be a serious shortage.

land available; near major roads for traffic flow
and neighborhood impact

unknown
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Traffic is a huge problem on Carlin Springs Rd.
Turning the MS into a HS would only add to this
issue. And it isn't equitable to turn it into a high
school if the same acivities, programs, & classes
can't be offered as other Arlington high schools.

None

Kenmore is centrally located in the county

None

morning and evening traffic on Carlin Springs is
already unbearable. This would be 4 schools
within .5 miles!
Location - added traffic will shut down Carlin
springs rd. If you can't offer same activities as
other schools then it doesn't make sense to
offer this as an option
How to redefine the boundaries and redistribute Please explain the note about limited
students equitably or to redistribute the
activities for a 1,300 seat high school
overcrowding at W-L
Traffic. 4 schools within a few blocks is insane! Have you traveled on Carlin Springs Rd
recently? It is packed. It cannot support
another school.
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There no pluses for our (Glencarlin)
This area of Carlin Springs Rd is already too
The Glencarlin neighborhood would
neighborhood if a high school is built at the
densely populated. The road can barely handle undoubtedly experience greater traffic and
Kenmore location.
the current level of traffic. It's a dangerous area street parking spilling out from the fully
for children, especially in the afternoon, when occupied parking lot. It would be very
kids are separated by inches from the unending harmful to what little peace and quiet still
stream of cars, are trying to cross under Rt 50, exists there.
and cross Carli Springs Rd.

